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Torque, myoelectric signal and heart rate responses during concentric and eccentric exercises in older men
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Abstract

Background: The literature reports that the eccentric muscular action produces greater force and lower myoelectric activity than the concentric muscular action, while the heart rate (HR) responses are bigger during concentric contraction. Objectives: To investigate the maximum average torque (MAT), surface electromyographic (SEMG) and the heart rate (HR) responses during different types of muscular contraction and angular velocities in older men. Methods: Twelve healthy men (61.7±1.6 years) performed concentric (C) and eccentric (E) isokinetic knee extension-flexion at 60°/s and 120°/s. SEMG activity was recorded from vastus lateralis muscle and normalized by Root Mean Square - RMS (µV) of maximal isometric knee extension at 60°. HR (beats/min) was recorded at rest and throughout each contraction. The data were analyzed by the Friedman test for repeated measures with post hoc Dunn’s test (p<0.05). Results: The median values of MAT (N.m/kg) was smaller and the RMS (µV) was larger during concentric contraction (C60°/s=2.80 and 0.99; C120°/s=2.46 and 1.0) than eccentric (E60°/s=3.94 and 0.85; E120°/s=4.08 and 0.89), respectively. The HR variation was similar in the four conditions studied. Conclusion: The magnitude of MAT and RMS responses in older men were dependent of the nature of the muscular action and independent of the angular velocity, whereas HR response was not influenced by these factors.
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Resumo

Contextualização: A literatura refere que a ação muscular excêntrica produz maior força e menor atividade mioelétrica que a concentêntrica, enquanto a resposta da frequência cardíaca (FC) é maior durante a contração concentêntrica que durante a excêntrica. Objetivos: Investigar as respostas de torque médio máximo (TMM), eletromiografia de superfície (EMGs) e FC durante diferentes tipos de contração muscular e velocidades angulares em homens idosos. Materiais e métodos: Doze homens saudáveis (61,7±1,6 anos) realizaram flexões e extensões do joelho concentêntrica (C) e excêntrica (E) em 60°/s e 120°/s. Registrou-se a atividade EMGs do músculo vasto lateral e normalizou-se pela RMS (µV) da extensão isométrica máxima do joelho em 60°. A FC (bpm) foi registrada em repouso e durante cada contração. Os dados foram analisados utilizando-se o teste de Friedman para medidas repetidas com post hoc de Dunn (p<0,05). Resultados: Os valores médios de TMM (N.m/kg) foram menores e os de RMS (µV) foram maiores (p<0,05) nas contrações concentêntricas (C60°/s=2.80 e 0.99; C120°/s=2.46 e 1.0) comparativamente com as excêntricas (E60°/s=3.94 e 0.85; E120°/s=4.08 e 0.89), respectivamente. Já a variação da FC foi semelhante nas quatro condições estudadas. Conclusão: A magnitude das respostas de TMM e RMS em homens idosos foi dependente da natureza da ação muscular e independente da velocidade angular, enquanto as respostas da FC não foram influenciadas por esses fatores.

Palavras-chave: idoso; frequência cardíaca; isocinético; exercício; eletromiografia de superfície.
Introduction

The age-related decrease in total muscle mass is referred as sarcopenia. This reduction is more accentuated in type II fibers, which is considered a direct cause of decreased muscular strength and power\(^\text{1}\). Although the eccentric action produces greater force than the concentric\(^\text{2,4-11}\), some electromyographic evidence suggests that during eccentric activity neural inhibition occurs (i.e., the muscular fibers are not totally activated) and, consequently, there is a lower myoelectrical activity\(^\text{2,11,13}\).

The literature reports that torque magnitude is also influenced by angular velocity, since during concentric exercise, a decrease in maximum voluntary torque is observed as consequence of higher angle acceleration for young\(^\text{2,6-8,14-17}\) and older subjects\(^\text{18}\). On the other hand, there are conflicting results about angular velocity during eccentric action as different studies have found that torque development during eccentric actions remains similar\(^2\) or increases from slow to fast angular velocities\(^\text{19,20}\).

Concerning the influences of angular velocity on electromyography (EMG) signals, there are conflicting results in the literature. Some studies with young participants report that the EMG signals have a direct and an inverse relationship with the concentric and eccentric contractions, respectively\(^\text{17}\). In contrast, other authors suggest that the myoelectric signals are not influenced by the angular velocity during both concentric and eccentric actions\(^\text{15,21,22}\).

The adjustments of the cardiovascular system during the exercise are also dependent on the increase of the recruitment of muscular fibers. With the increase of the metabolic demands of the muscles in activity the mechanisms of control of the central nervous system, neural reflex and cardiovascular act together\(^\text{23}\) to guarantee the necessary levels of oxygen and nutrients to the metabolism as well as to remove catabolic products. This process of adjustment is associated with the action of afferent fibers of groups III and IV, that the main function is to send mechanical and metabolic information, in the muscular level, to the central nervous system. This information reach the area of cardiovascular control, located in the bulb, and by means of the autonomic nervous system and its afferents sympathetic and parasympathetic modulates the heart rate (HR) in accordance with the mechanics and metabolic demand imposed, increasing the number of heart beats\(^\text{21,24}\).

The magnitude of HR response to isokinetic exercise is related to the intensity of the maximum tension, size of the mass of the contracting muscle group and time of muscular action. Since performed at the same intensity and for a long period of time, concentric contraction performed by young men produces greater HR elevation than eccentric contraction does\(^\text{2,10,25-29}\). This characteristic is attributed to a low muscular metabolic demand required to perform the eccentric contraction, which has an important contribution from the passive tissues in torque generation\(^\text{30}\). In addition, the magnitude of HR responses is not influenced by the angular velocity of the concentric and eccentric contractions\(^\text{4}\) performed within short periods.

Therefore our hypothesis are that there are differences in myoelectric activity between the concentric and eccentric contractions when performed at same angular velocity, however the HR responses is not influenced by the type of contraction and angular velocity when the exercise is performed within the same tension in short periods\(^\text{41}\). Thus, the purpose of the present study was to investigate the influence of the concentric and eccentric contraction performed at the two angular velocities, on torque, myoeletical signal and HR response in healthy older men.

It is important to highlight that studies that recruited old participants and have used the variables selected for this investigation were not found. Therefore this investigation is relevant for the professionals that act in the rehabilitation area as well as the ones that works with prescription of physical exercise for old people; a population that is increasing worldwide.

Methods

Subjects

Twenty eight older men were interviewed and were considered eligible for the study. From those only, twelve volunteers (61.7±1.6 years old) confirmed their good health by the clinical and physical examination and laboratory tests. These tests included a standard electrocardiogram (ECG), maximum exercise test conducted by physician, chest X-ray, total blood count, urinalysis and clinical biochemical screen test and were recruited for this study. Subjects were excluded if they were currently smoking or were taking any type of medication. They were informed about the experimental procedures and signed an informed consent form, protocol number 069/2003, approved by the Ethics Committee of the Universidade Federal de São Carlos (UFSCar), São Carlos, SP, Brazil. All subjects were evaluated at the same time of day, starting from 2pm, in order to take into account the different responses due to circadian changes. The experiments were carried out in a climatically controlled room at 22-23°C and relative air humidity at 50-60%. Before the day of the experiment, the subjects were taken to the experimental room for familiarization with the procedures and the equipment to be used. Each subject had been told to avoid caffeinated and alcoholic beverages and to not perform moderate or heavy exercises on the day before the application of the
protocols. Before beginning the test on each experimental day, the subjects were interviewed and examined to confirm their state of good health and to confirm that the control conditions (HR and systemic blood pressure) were within the normal range. Prior to the test, the subjects performed a three-minute light warm-up on a cycle ergometer followed by 3 sets of 15 seconds of stretching the quadriceps and hamstring muscles.

**Peak Oxygen Uptake (VO$_2$ peak)**

In order to characterize the aerobic functional capacity of the subjects, the VO$_2$ peak was determined during an incremental cycle ergometer (Corival 400, Quinton, Seatle, WA, USA) exercise to exhaustion using a specific metabolic analyzer (CPX-D, Medical Graphics, St Paul, MN, USA).

**Isokinetic torque**

The experimental protocol was carried out on an isokinetic dynamometer (Biodex Multi Joint System III, Biodex Medical System Inc., Shirley, NY, USA). The protocol test included three sets of 5 and 8 maximal knee extension/flexion repetitions at 60°/s and 120°/s, respectively, for each tested action (concentric and eccentric) through a range from 90° to 30° knee flexion, in a random order, separated by at least 120-second rest intervals. Additionally, the subjects also performed three sets of maximal voluntary isometric peak force knee extension at 60° for dominant limb, which was carried out in order to normalize the EMG signals of the isokinetic tests. After warming up the participants seated on the dynamometer chair with the back slightly reclined (85°) and then the subjects were stabilized using straps on the pelvis, chest and thighs. During the maximal efforts trials, they were motivated with visual feedback and consistent verbal encouragement. In addition, the subjects were oriented to avoid the Valsalva’s maneuver and to breathe spontaneously (i.e., to not hold their breath during the effort)$^{30}$.

The mean of the maximum torque (Nm) of the all repetitions was calculated and a unique value for each test was determined by the sum of the mean of the extension and flexion contraction. Furthermore, the maximal average torque values were normalized by the individual body weight (Nm/kg)$^{30}$.

**EMG activity**

During the experimental protocol, the EMG activity from the vastus lateralis was recorded by means of bipolar passive Ag/AgCl surface electrodes (Noraxon Dual Electrodes, Noraxon USA, Scottsdale, AZ, USA) with an inter-electrode distance (center to center) of two centimeters. All the subjects were prepared for EMG electrode placement by shaving the skin at electrode site and abrading with absorbent cotton and alcohol. The recording electrodes were placed over the center of the belly of the vastus lateralis and oriented longitudinally to the muscular fibers as recommended by Surface Electromyography for the Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscles (SENIAM)$^{31}$ and the reference electrode was attached on the wrist of the opposite arm. The EMG signal was pre amplified (x1000) and filtered (bandpass 20-500 Hz) with an EMG processor (EMG800C, EMG System do Brasil, São José dos Campos, SP, Brazil) (Common Mode Rejection Ratio >100 dB; input impedance = 10$^9$ ohms; noise ratio <3 µV RMS). The signal was further sampled and converted to digital form at a rate of 1000 Hz using a 12 bit A/D converter.

EMG signals were quantified by way of the root mean square (RMS), which was normalized (i.e. expressed as percentages), to the mean values of the maximal voluntary isometric contraction$^{32}$ of knee extension at 60°. The mean of the RMS values of the three sets for each test was calculated as the final measurement value.

**Heart rate**

During the experimental protocol, the subjects were monitored at the CM5 lead to register the HR and R-R intervals. The ECG and HR were obtained from a one-channel heart monitor (TC 500, ECAFIX, São Paulo, SP, Brazil) and processed using an analog-digital converter Lab.PC+ (National Instruments, Co., Austin, TX, USA). Subsequently, the R-R interval (ms) was calculated on a beat-to-beat basis using specific software$^{33}$. Then, the HR was registered before (60 sec. of rest), during, and after (120 sec. of recovery) each exercise repetition.

HR (beats per minute) variation was calculated by the difference between the highest HR value verified at the effort ending and the mean value of the resting HR (i.e., the HR values obtained before each test). The arithmetic mean of the HR variation of the three sets for each test was calculated as the final measurement value.

**Statistical analysis**

The data were analyzed by the Friedman test for repeated measures and, when appropriate, Dunn’s test was utilized. The level of significance was set at p<0.05.

**Results**

The characteristics of the subjects studied are presented in Table 1.

The mean of maximum torque (Nm/kg) of both of the eccentric tests were higher than the concentric tests (p<0.05).
However, no differences were observed for mean of maximum torque between the velocities tested (60°/s vs. 120°/s) for each type of contraction (Figure 1).

The normalized RMS amplitude data of the vastus lateralis obtained during the concentric contraction were higher than the eccentric (p<0.05). However, no differences were observed for the normalized RMS, between the velocities tested (60°/s vs. 120°/s) for each type of contraction (Figure 2).

The HR responses were similar for all tested conditions (p>0.05) (Figure 3).

Discussion

The present study investigated the influence of the concentric and eccentric contractions performed at two angular velocities, on torque, myoelectrical signal and HR responses of healthy older men. The results of this study demonstrated that the magnitude of MAT and RMS responses in older men were dependent on the type of muscular action and independent of angular velocity, whereas HR responses was not influenced by any of these factors. The present results are very important because contribute to the knowledge regarding the influence of the muscular activity on the magnitude of the HR responses during eccentric and concentric exercises which has implication of exercise prescription of exercise from the cardiovascular point of view.

In relation to the type of contraction, our results are in accordance with the literature, which reports that during eccentric action, higher torque values were observed2,4-12,19 despite the lower EMG values5,9,11 when compared to concentric action. These results could be attributed to the additional contribution of the elastic components to force generation during eccentric contraction19 and the higher unit motor activation during the concentric contraction9. A neural inhibitory mechanism that prevents force increase during concentric maximal voluntary efforts, such as muscle spindles, joint receptors and Golgi tendon organs, may be a factor produced to prevent injury9. In particular, one

Table 1. Characteristics of subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>71.97</td>
<td>±5.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>25.33</td>
<td>±1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resting Heart Rate (bpm)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>±8.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resting SBP (mmHg)</td>
<td>121.66</td>
<td>±9.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resting DBP (mmHg)</td>
<td>81.66</td>
<td>±6.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO₂peak (mL.O₂.kg⁻¹.min⁻¹)</td>
<td>25.59</td>
<td>±6.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are reported as means±SD. BMI=body mass index; SBP=systolic blood pressure; DBP=diastolic blood pressure; VO₂peak=peak of oxygen uptake.

Figure 1. Data of normalized maximum average torque (N.m/kg) obtained during concentric exercise at 60°/s (C60°/s) and 120°/s (C120°/s), eccentric at 60°/s (E60°/s) and 120°/s (E120°/s).

Figure 2. Data of normalized RMS of the vastus lateralis obtained during concentric exercise at 60°/s (C60°/s) and 120°/s (C120°/s), eccentric at 60°/s (E60°/s) and 120°/s (E120°/s).

Figure 3. Heart rate variation (∆HR – beats/min) during concentric exercise at 60°/s (C60°/s) and 120°/s (C120°/s), eccentric at 60°/s (E60°/s) and 120°/s (E120°/s).
of the two impulses originated in the Golgi tendon organs elicits the co-activation of the antagonist muscles, which may be an additional factor responsible for greater torque exerted under eccentric compared to concentric action as well as significantly lower antagonistic EMG activity during eccentric contraction. In addition, the eccentric actions involve a continuous formation and breakup of the crossbridges occurring prior to the ATP release and requiring more force than the normal formation of the crossbridges during concentric actions. The changes in neural drive confirm the existence of the regulatory-tension mechanisms in the preservation of the muscle integrity. Thus, this mechanisms making maximal efficiency between neural drive and intrinsic muscular characteristics.

Some authors suggest that torque and angular velocities are directly related in eccentric action, with the inverse occurring for the concentric action. However, in the present study, no differences were observed between the torque values of the two velocities studied (i.e., 60°/s and 120°/s) which is in accordance with the literature which reports that angular velocity does not exert influence on force generation during concentric and eccentric actions.

Concerning myoelectrical activity, Babault et al. studied young subjects, observed a lower motor unit activation level during the concentric exercise at 60°/s. However, the authors did not find statistical differences between the mean values of RMS at the two different angular velocities. The increases on the EMG activity and decreases of the torque at faster concentric speeds, indicates a decreasing force exerted by crossbridges with increasing angular velocity and decreased EMG activity at fast eccentric and slow concentric tests may suggest that the central nervous system is not activated during these particular isokinetic maximal voluntary efforts. Then, the neural inhibitory mechanism discussed above may be one factor responsible for these observations. However, the present results regarding the torque-velocity influence on the magnitude of myoelectrical signals were in accordance with the literature, since we did not observe the influence of the angular velocities studied (i.e., 60°/s and 120°/s) on the myoelectrical activity, during the concentric and eccentric actions). These results could be due to the experimental protocol utilized in this study and the angular velocities applied. As well, the similarities observed in the torque and EMG activity, despite the different velocities, could be also related to the aging process since it is accompanied by muscular fiber loss (mainly type II fibers) which is directly correlated to the EMG signal. This finding indicates that the lower firing rates of the motor units, resulting from age-related neuromuscular changes, or the EMG signal was not sensible to identify this adaptations in older men during dynamic contractions, given the small differences between the two studied velocities.

Regarding the heart rate, responses were similar in all tests performed, and the HR was not influenced by the physiological and mechanical differences of concentric and eccentric contractions. These results are in accordance with Haennel et al. and Overend et al. and are in conflict with others which verified higher HR values during concentric rather than eccentric exercise. It is well known that the HR acceleration observed as a result of a muscular contraction occurs due to a vagal withdrawal, primarily in the beginning of the voluntary effort (i.e., 10 sec). In addition, this mechanism could be responsible for the HR increase until 30 seconds of contraction. Thus, the divergent results observed in the literature could be due to the difference between the contraction length, since Horstmann et al. and Mayer et al. evaluated the HR response during 1 minute of contraction, contrasting with the present study where the efforts was maintained for a mean of 12 seconds.

In addition, the angular velocity does not seem to exert influence on the HR response, since these were similar between the angular velocities applied for both concentric and eccentric contractions in the present study. These findings are in agreement with Haennel et al. who observed no differences in the HR response of young subjects for eccentric and concentric actions, respectively, performed in different angular velocities (i.e., 30, 90 and 150°/s). Thus, the similarity of HR response between the tests performed in the present study could be attributed to a low or no influence by muscular structures (i.e., muscular spindle and Golgi tendon organ, that are responsible for detecting the velocity of contraction, muscular length and muscular tension) on the magnitude of cardiovascular responses, when the concentric and eccentric contractions are performed at a short period of time and at 60°/s or 120°/s. This indicates that the HR responses to exercise of short periods it is not associated with the different neural mechanisms that occurred during eccentric and concentric contraction.

The results of the present investigation suggest that the magnitude of torque and myoelectrical signal responses of older men are dependent on the type of muscular action (i.e., concentric and eccentric) and independent of angular velocity (i.e., 60 and 120°/s), when they are performed at short lengths of time (~12 sec). Although the literature reports that the aging process causes a reduction of the muscular mass, EMG differences between the concentric and eccentric contractions were not observed. In addition, no difference in the magnitude of HR response was found in any of the exercises tested at short period, suggesting that it is independent of muscular action and angular velocity. As the tachycardia at the beginning of dynamic exercise is predominantly determined by the cardiac autonomic nerve activity, evaluated by pharmacological
blocking, the data from this study supports the theory that the magnitude of HR responses during maximal exercise at short durations depends on the central command and not for the mechanism of neural reflex\(^\text{12}\). Therefore, further studies about the effect of different velocities, time duration and muscular actions on cardiovascular and muscle responses in older subjects are needed.

The present study has limitations. Firstly, passive electrodes were used to collect EMG. However, we use the guidance of SENIAM\(^\text{11}\) which recommends the use of electrodes Ag/AgCl combined with a conductive gel that promotes a stable transmission of the signal with relative low noise. Still, our system had a pre-amplifier near the electrode, before connecting to the amplifier signal conditioner that promotes a good signal. And immediately after each test, the data were analyzed and if they had noises were discarded and a new test was performed. Secondly, due to the sample loss during the study, the final number of patients studied was small. However, the number was sufficient to detect differences in variables studied.

The practical applications of the present study refer to how important is to know about the overload that the eccentric and concentric exercises cause on the cardiovascular system. This study observed a larger torque and smaller EMG activity during the eccentric exercise however the magnitude of HR responses were similar, in other words, they caused the same cardiac impact when performed in short period of time. This indicates that the HR responses to exercise during short periods are not associated with the different neural peripheral mechanism that occurs during eccentric and concentric contraction. It will be necessary, in future studies, to investigate the stroke volume and blood pressure to determine the cardiac output caused for this two types of contractions (i.e. eccentric and concentric). The knowledge of such impact is likely to turn the prescription of exercises safer and more effective, especially for the elderly population who is growing worldwide.
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